Managing knowledge for radical product innovation development in China
Successful radical product innovation sets out to develop new products that serve a previously
unmet market need1. Examples of radical product innovations include the development of Teflon in
the 1940s, containers for shipping products in the 1950s, Pilkington’s process for making flat glass
in the 1960s, integrated circuit chips and personal computers for home use in the 1970s, the
compact disc in the 1980s, and the Smart Car in the 1990s.
The highly competitive business markets of today heighten the need for firms to pursue strategies
that enable them to develop and/or maintain radical product innovations. Indeed, fast product life
cycles create the potential to quickly erode a firm’s market position. Apple’s radical product
innovation in the smartphone category, resulting in its market leading iPhone and the fall from
grace of the mobile phone giant Nokia, provides just one example of this.
Apple’s ability to manage, maintain and create knowledge has revolved around its model for
sustaining a broad technology base. For the last 35 years it has followed a vertical integration model,
allowing it to control both its end products and the component parts2. However, the recent successes
of Apple reflect its ability to understand its core competence in synchronisation software
development as a driver for its development of radical technologies. That is how the iPhone came
about. Before the iPhone, Apple had already been developing synchronised software in its iTunes
software for use on its popular iPods. The application of synchronisation software to the iPhone
gave it greater capability to access information3. This transformed the landscape for smartphones –
they became a ‘must have’ item. Apple’s ability to leverage this core competence and maintain
competitive advantage has allowed it to set the pace in mobile technologies.
Radical product innovations have for some time been the domain of Western firms. And product
development in China has continued to rely heavily on the adoption of foreign-developed
technologies and innovations4. However, the Global Financial Crisis prompted China to face a new
era in market development. With the marked slowdown of consumption in the West, coupled with
increases in domestic wages, China can no longer rely on exports of manufactured products to
sustain its growth. To satisfy the growing sophistication of consumers in China, and in global
markets, Chinese firms need to develop a culture for product innovation5.
In 2006 China set a target for technological progress to drive more than 60% of economic growth
by 20206. A recent report by KPMG identifies that within China the current focus of government,
domestic companies, and global corporations is clearly shifting to greater development of R&D.
The 12th Five Year Plan on National Intellectual Property Development (2011-2015) and the 12th
Five Year Plan for Patent Examination place a focus on increasing protection of property rights and
have increased confidence in R&D development in China, particularly for foreign-invested firms.
Whilst Chinese firms focus on raising their R&D capabilities to meet local and global consumers,
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Currently, there are approximately 1,600 R&D centres in China. About 1,300 of these are foreign
owned – in the year 2000 this figure was only 12012. MNEs with R&D facilities in China include
Pepsi, with its largest R&D centre outside of the US located in Shanghai. BASF houses 10 R&D
centres in Shanghai 13 . Other examples of MNEs with R&D facilities in China include Intel,
Samsung, Sony, IBM, Microsoft, and Hewlett-Packard. As Professors Zhou and Li note, the
growing presence of foreign firms is placing pressure on local firms to become more proactive in
their development of radical product technologies.
A recent study by Booz finds that R&D spend by local Chinese companies continues to surge.
However, the study also finds that the top 10 R&D spenders were not the most innovative
companies. In terms of innovation and R&D spend, there also continues to be a large gap between
Chinese and Western firms. Although companies like China National Petroleum spent $2.291
billion (less than 1-2 percent of its sales) and ZTE Corp the fifth largest telecom equipment maker
spent $1.399 billion (10% of its sales14), in terms of R&D spend globally they ranked 64th and 100th,
respectively15. The largest global spender on R&D was Volkswagen with $11.4 billion, followed by
Samsung with $10.4 billion. Interestingly, the most innovative company was Apple Inc., with an
R&D spend of $3.4 billion or 3% of revenues16 (43rd in terms of global R&D spend). Samsung was
the 3th most innovative company and Volkswagen did not make the top 1017. Clearly, effective
spend on R&D can be more important than the absolute or comparative spend of firms. Radical
product development is normally an expensive exercise. As Albert Einstein18 expressed:
“If at first the idea is not absurd, then there will be no hope for it.”
As Professors Zhou and Li identify, past research finds that creativity in new product development
revolves around the firm’s ability to manage, maintain, and create knowledge. More current
research suggests that it is the firm’s knowledge base which provides it with leverage in developing
radical product innovations. Firms may possess a broad knowledge base, such as might be
experienced in Huawei, GE, and Samsung, or a deep knowledge base such as might be experienced
by companies involved in microchip development, solar cell development 19 , or oil and gas
exploration and production, for example. Firms may further develop their knowledge base through
sharing knowledge within the firm or acquiring knowledge from the market place. However,
Professors Zhou and Li also identify that within past research “conflicting views exist about
whether knowledge breadth (broad knowledge) and depth (deep knowledge) actually benefit radical
innovation” 20 . Their research therefore places a focus on how external market knowledge
acquisition and internal knowledge sharing may condition the firm’s use of its knowledge base for
radical innovation. They propose that the roles of knowledge breadth and depth in the development
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of radical product innovation critically depend on external and internal knowledge integration
systems of the firm.
Two studies are conducted. The first study includes 354 participants from 177 firms located in the
Yangtze River Delta in China, which contains the provinces of Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang. It
is the most developed area in China and experienced a growth rate of 10.1% in 2012 21 .
Multinationals such as Intel, Microsoft, Dow, and GE have set up their R&D centres in the region.
The research is further strengthened by a second study which includes 68 interviews with managers
from high tech firms located in the three most developed areas in China – the Yangtze River Delta,
Beijing District, and Guangdong.
There are two major findings. The first finding suggests that internal knowledge sharing is the
driver for achieving radical innovation in firms that possess a broad knowledge base. Knowledge
sharing within the firm creates bridges across its functional units and encourages the firm to
develop new ways to combine its range of knowledge applications for achieving unique product
advances. Firms with a broad knowledge base such as Microsoft, Huawei, and Samsung, for
example will therefore benefit more from developing their internal knowledge capabilities, than
seeking to develop their capabilities to acquire market knowledge. Interestingly, Apple initially
sought to develop smartphone technology in cooperation with Motorola, however, they found the
partnership limiting and reverted back to their broad knowledge base to arrive at a better product in
their iconic iPhone.
The second finding suggests acquisition of knowledge from the market is the driver for achieving
radical innovation in firms that possess a deep knowledge base. Firm’s with a deep knowledge base,
include such companies as Intel and their production of semiconductor chips, Thorlabs production
of photonic tools and systems22, and China’s Yingli Green Energy, known as ‘Yingli Solar’23 the
largest global producer of photovoltaic modules. The research suggests that market knowledge
tends to complement deep knowledge of the firm and substitutes for the possible development of
broad knowledge to achieve radical innovations in product development. One example is the Intel
China Research Centre which is currently focused on communications technology and
microprocessor technology. Intel believes the combination of both holds the key to advancement of
Intel’s future products. To drive its developments in these areas Intel China has developed working
relationships with R&D centres located in the USA, Russia, and India. Cooperative relationships
have also been developed with leading technology companies and universities in China, including
the Chinese Academy of Science. Areas of collaboration include compiler technology, audio visual
speech recognition systems, and device and circuit research24.
Interestingly, past studies have identified that market knowledge acquisition is a major driver for
the development of radical product innovation. However, the findings here warn that this is only
partly correct. Where a firm possesses a broad or diverse knowledge base, acquiring additional
market knowledge may actually prove to be counterproductive, such as in the example of Apple. On
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the other hand, when firms possess deep knowledge in specific fields, internal knowledge sharing
tends to reinforce expertise and routines that already exist within the firm. This can result in
resistance within the firm to develop radical innovations, which reside outside the scope of its
current deep knowledge base.
The research by Professors Zhou and Li has important implications for managers of high tech firms
wishing to develop or further develop their firm’s capability to create radical product innovations.
As past research finds, the firm’s ability to manage, maintain, and create knowledge are most
important. However, as their research identifies, managing knowledge resources for the
development of radical innovation tends to relate to the fit between the firm’s existing knowledge
base and the way it integrates knowledge. Specifically, managers must first examine the knowledge
base they already have and identify whether the advantages that exist across its nature and content
reflect a position of depth or breadth in knowledge. Next, managers should adjust their knowledge
integration strategies and mechanisms, to fit with their firm’s existing knowledge base. Last, to
maximise the benefits from the firm’s already accumulated knowledge, for the purpose of
enhancing the prospects for developing radical innovations, a firm with a broad knowledge base
should consider strengthening its knowledge sharing processes and routines. On the other hand, a
firm which possesses a deep knowledge base should consider placing greater focus on building and
refining internal processes associated with acquiring and integrating intelligence from the market.
The findings from Professor Zhou and Li’s research auger well for firms wishing to raise their
capabilities for the development of radical product innovations. The findings are particularly
important to Chinese, and Western firms located in China. China’s environment continues to
become more conducive for the development of radical product R&D. As Professor Zhou suggests,
“firms focused on developing radical product innovations that meet the needs of China’s expanding
sophisticated consumer base should reap attractive rewards”.
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